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Dear Canadian Hopefuls: Prince Edward Island Express Entry

Are you interested in PEI? Have you created a Federal Express Entry Profile? You

don’t need a job offer to be selected.

Two Pathways using PEI; Firstly, PEI selects Express Entry candidates with skills

matching current

labour needs for the province. A successful nomination through the Express Entry category increases the chances of

receiving an ITA for Canadian PR. Secondly, PEI’s PNP functions on an Expression of Interest (EOI) system. This means

that a candidate is required to have an active

profile in PEI’s EOI system.

Who is Eligible:

1. You must qualify for the federal economic immigration classes managed through the Express Entry

system:(FSWC,FSTC,CEC)

2.Upon qualification & registration in the pool,candidate MUST create a profile in PEI’s EOI system. IT’S FREE.

Selection Criteria:

EOI profile is reviewed and assigned points based on six areas with or without a job offer: Age

(Max.20pts;18-24=7,25-29=20,30-44=15,over 49=0,) Language(max,20pts; clb9&10=20,8=15,7=10,Below 7=0),

Education(Max 15pts; Ph.D/Masters=15,BSC=12, Dip.=10,Sec.sch=0

Work Experience(max 20pts;6yrs/Above=20,4-6yrs=15,2-4yrs=10,1-2yrs=5) Employment(max 15pts), &

Adaptability(Max15pts;spouse/common law, spouse or Education).Maximum of 100 points and minimum required for

selection is 50.

Pls Note, PEI Office of Immigration affirms that evidence

of proficiency in English and French, additional 10 points may be awarded under the PEI PNP's EOI system.

How do I apply?

https://t.co/4JJWUu4coR must meet the requirements of at least 1 of Canada's main econ. immigration programs,

2. Carefully study work force application
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https://t.co/GXJUnahFdL

3.Create a profile Prince Edward Island Expression of Interest system. https://t.co/rxliScz1zk

Pls Note that an EOI profile submission is not an application, but an indication of interest in being considered to apply to the

program. Applicants/ foreign

nationals are requested to provide a valid email address & ID infor. (including passport details). Once verified by the

province, an EOI profile will remain active for six months. Candidates must ensure the information provided in their profile is

accurate and verifiable.

4.Receive an invitation to submit a complete application for a PNP to the Govt. of PEI: Draws are held periodically, the PEI

PNP issues ITA's for a provincial nomination to eligible highest-scoring candidates.

5.Accept the PEI nomination through MyCIC account (when

nomination is received from the Government of PEI). A non-refundable fee of $300 CAD which must be submitted with your

application.

6.Submit an application for Canadian PR to IRCC (when a federal ITA is issued).

Kindly RETWEET & share for others to study. Thanks

DM for details
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